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O. INTRODUCTION
The subdialect, called Guininaang, with which this study! deals, is that spoken by
some eight hundred people who live in five villages, collectively called Upper, or Occidental, Guinaang, in the municipality of Pasil, in the province of Kalinga-Apayao in
northern· Luzon, Republic of the Philippines. The names of these villages are Guinaang,
Galdang, Uulusan, Bagtayan, and Lisung.
There are four other villages,collectively called Lower, or Oriental, Guinaang, which
are included when Guinaang is referred to in outside areas. These villages are Pugung,
Dangtalan, and Puapo. Since, however, there are some differences between the dialects
spoken in the two sectors. this description is confmed to that spoken in the upper villages.
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1. SKETCH OF PHONOLOGICAL SYSTEM. The basic phonological structure of Guininaang was described in 1958. 2 Since that time nothing has been discovered which
materially alters the analysis given then; however, some observations have been made
which serve to amplify what was presented at that time.

1.1 SEGMENTAL PHONEMES. In the 1958 it was stated that there are eighteen segmental phonemes in Guininaang, fourteen consonants and four vowels. These phonemes
are: consonants b, k, d, g, I, m, n, ng,3 p, s, t, w, y, and q4 (glottal stop), and vowels a, i,
0, andu.
1.11. CONCERNING K. Of these fourteen consonants, it now appears very probable that
one; k, was not originally in the inventory. It is not known how this phoneme came into
Guininaang; however, on the basis of the contrasts to follow, it is suggested that the
lThe data upon which this description is based were obtained in the upper Guinaang village of
the same name during stays ofvarying lengths during the years 1954 to 1967. I am indebted to Irenio M.
Wansi(ca. 45 years of age), of Guinaang, for his servicesas informant in the course of this study. I wish
also to acknowledge the helpful comments and suggestions of my colleagues, Donna Hettick and
Lawrence Reid, in the writing of this paper.
2Gieser, C. R: 1958. The Phonemes of Kalinga. Oceania Linguistic Monograph No.3, 10-23.
References to that paper are indicated by page number in parentheses.
3The digraph ng is used to symbolize the velar nasal phoneme, 1/, following prevailing practice
in Philippine languages.
4q is used to symbolize glottal stop, a precedent begun by Isidore Dyen in The Proto-MalayoPolynesian Laryngeals. 1953. Baltimore. Linguistic Society of America.
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phoneme was acquired through llocano and Kalinga loanwords, whose pronunciations in
this area usually retain k. We say "usually retain k", because, although there is a fluctuation between k and the glottal stop in this subdialect, in loanwords k is most frequently
pronounced. This contrasts with terms common to Guininaang and neighboring subdialects,
which differ only by glottal stop versus k, in which the glottal stop is pronounced most
frequently.
Some contrasts, in analogous environments, between k and q, created by loanwords,
are: [kasun] kasun 'wooden box' « Sp. cajon), [qasu] qdsu 'dog'; [kasal] kasal'wedding'
« Ilocano kasar), [qasa]qasa 'rustling sound'; and [katam] katdm 'plane (tool)' « Ilocano
kattim), [qata] qatd 'eye.'

•

1.12. CONCERNINGH. In the earlier paper reference was made to.a subphonemic alternate, h, of the phoneme s in syllable-initial ,position. Although its possible phonemic
status is still not decided, it now seems possible that h may have become a Guininaang
phoneme. This is indicated by the following contrast in analogous environments: [Hospitlil.] hospital 'hospital', [sossoq6d] sossoqod 'a period of the year.' This contrast differs
from those to follow, because in 'hospital' [h] has not been heard to alternate with s, as
is usually the case.
On the other hand, that h may still be regarded as a subphonemic alternate of s seems
to be substantiated by the following examples of the assimilation of loanwords. In each
case [h] in the foreign term has been assimilated as [h] tV [s] in Guininaang. Spanish
cajon has been assimilated as kahun -v kasun 'wooden box'; Spanish consejero has become
konslhal -v konsisdl 'councilor'; and the name of a variety of sugar cane that originated in
Hawaii is called hinawdy -v sinawdy.

It has been noted, in addition, that apparently the orthographic symbol i, even though
not pronounced as the Spanish], that is, as [h], has in at least one instance been regarded
as if it were so pronounced. The instance is that of 'Japan, Japanese', which have been assimilated as Hapun -v Sapun;
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Thus, in the case of k, and possibly h, we see how an original phonemic inventory can
be increased by the 'mechanism of phylogenetic change. . . called borrowing' (Hockett,
1958,389).
1.13. CONCERNING CERTAIN ORIGINAL PHONEMES. Since the 1958 paper was
written ad'ilitional data have been obtained with regard to some of the phonemes which
are part of what is now considered to be the original inventory.

1.13.1. d. As stated in the earlier study (15) this phoneme has two allophones, IT tV~]
and [d]. The fc mer occurs syllable-initial, and the latter occurs syllable-final, With regard
to the variants of the syllable-initial allophone, it was observed in the 1958 paper (16) only
that there was some fluctuation between them. That observation was correct; however,
now it can be added that generally the voiceless alveolar affricate [c] occurs before the
occurs before the lower vowels a and o.
high vowels i and u, while the voiced affricate

Gl

Examples: [ena] diia 'tongue', [euki]dugi 'rice husks', [jakun] dagitn 'dry season' ,
fiobi] doM 'below, lower level.'
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1.13.2. / (16-17). This phoneme has two submembers: an alveolar lateral [I], and
a central resonant oral, [l].
1.13.21. The distribution of [I] is as follows:
1.13.21.1. Word initial, [lakan] lagan 'sand'.
1.13.21.2. In a geminate cluster, [qallon] qallong 'animal's nose ring', or as the reduplication of the syllable final member of such a cluster, [qulqullitom] qu/qu/litom 'you
(sing.) tell a story'.
1.13.21.3. Following consonants made at the dental or alveolar points of articulation and following y: [manqadl6s] manqadlos 'slippery (ground)', [lanlannus] lanldnnus
'activity to make occasion enjoyable', [laslasan] lasldsan 'to mix two things together with
hands or spoon', [miqatlu] miqatlu 'third', [lailaion] layldyon 'to pull loose (e.g., a vine
from a tree so it will fall)'. See 1.13.21.2 for example of II sequence.
1.13.21.4. Contiguous to t, leila] dlla 'tongue', [p'ali] bali 'wind, storm'; or if
separated from a preceding i by consonants, other than those cited in 1.13.21.3,which
otherwise are followed by the submember [l] (cf. 1.13.22.2), [libla] libld 'meat purchased',
[siqlat 1pasigla 'hinge', [manqimlas 1manqimias 'smooth', qinglai] qingldy 'name of a
deity', [qiplug] qiplug 'egg', and [paliuliuon] baliwliwon 'to turn end for end.'

r
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1.13.22. The other submember, [l], occurs in all other environments. I>
1.13.22.1. Intervocalicexcept contiguous to i, [qalang] qalang 'granary', [piMon]
baton 'temporary barrier', [p1Mun] balun 'provisions (as for a trip)', [mula] mula 'plant
(item)', rnatllion171 natidong 'deaf, rpulun 1 bidun 'companion', l1~a 1 do/a 'below, lower
level', [ppol6i] boloy 'house', and [solung] solung 'attack'.
1.13.22.2. Following consonants in environments not requiring [I]: [sabla»] sabldng
'kind of flowering tree', [saqlot] saqlot 'kind of tie used in bamboo floor mats', [lqgl6g]
loglog 'water blackened by char of rice straw', [sumlag] sumldg 'It's moonlight', [p'anlan]
bang/an 'fern wood', [Joplas] doplds 'precipice', and [laulauan] lawldwan 'to have a celebration in honor (of someone)'.
1.2. SUPRASEGMENTAL PHONEMES. In the 1958 description only one suprasegmental
phoneme, stress, was declared to have been established (19). This phoneme is substantiated
by many sets of minimal pairs.
1.3. SYLLABLE PATTERNS. In 1958 Guininaang was stated to have two syllable patterns, CV and CVC,6 a finding which has not been changed.

'.

2. MORPHONEMIC SYSTEM. In the 1958 description as supplemented in paragraph 1.
above the first of 'the three central subsystem' (Hockett, 1958, 137) of Guininaang,
namely, the phonological, was dealt, with. It is the purpose of this paper to describe the
second central subsystem of Guininaang, the morphophonemic.
5Borrowed terms are an exception; for frequently fl] is heard in environments in such forms
where in Guininaang forms only [~] is found. Examples: p.ua] palo 'shovel', [palate] palato 'plate',
[papul]paplll'boat, ship'.
6C stands for any consonant; V for any vowel.
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Typically, the 'ways'in which Guininaang morphemes 'are variously represented by
phonemic shapes' (Hockett, 1958, 135) are numerous and diverse. Thus, there are a number
of different kinds of Guininaang morphophonemic 'alternation' (Hockett, 1958, 272),
including among others assimilation, addition of phonemes, replacement, and vowel reduction.
A process which is sometimes considered to be a kind of morphophonemic alternation is reduplication," and it is one which is found to a rather extensive degree in Guininaang. On the other hand, reduplication has been considered by others to be a 'morphologic process' (Hamp, 1963,49).8 Because reduplication in Guininaang is considered to
have more pertinence to the morphology of the language than to its morphophonemic
system, we have chosen to follow the latter interpretation and leave reduplication for
consideration with Guininaang morphology.

•

In Guininaang the morphophonemic alternation that is manifested is primarily
'internal sandhi.' There is, however, with respect to one kind of alternation, assimilation,
a small degree of 'external sandhi' (Hockett, 1958,277).
Another way in which alternation may be classified is 'regular', that is, 'what occurs
most frequently under stated conditions', or 'irregular', that is, what 'occasionally occurs
under the same conditions' (Hockett, 1958, 280). This classification has been employed
in the organization of the following description of Guininaang morphophonemic alternation.
2.1. REGULAR ALTERNATION. The kinds of alternation in Guininaang which are
regarded as regular are assimilation, both between and within words, addition of phonemes,
replacement of one phoneme by another, vowel reduction, and stress shift.
2.11. ASSIMILATION. This kind of alternation between words we call external, and
within words, or between words and clitics, internal.
2.11.1. EXTERNAL. Assimilation between words involves two consonants, nand d ,when
they occur in word fmal position. This assimilation occurs in phrase level contexts, in
which the consonant is brought into close contiguity with the initial consonant of the
following word. The primary reference, however, of this contiguity is not spatial, but
phonological.
The higher level phonology of Guininaang has not yet been analyzed; therefore, the
phenomena of stress, intonation, and juncture that are involved cannot be fully described
now. It has been observed, though, that when certain function words, such aspon, pay,
and payyan, occur immediately following other common words, such as boqon, daqdn,
and man, the former are spoken as if they were clitics of the latter. The result of such
juxtaposition is a phrase in which the two constituents are phonologically united, and
partial assimilation takes place between the fmal n of one and the initial consonant of the
other.

7cr. Elson and Pickett, 1962,45; Koutsoudas,

1964, 31; and Harris, 1960, 197.

SCr. Sapir, 1921, 61; Bloomfield, 1933, 218; Nida, 1949, 69; and Gleason, 1955,90-91.
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Following are instances of this external assimilation: boqon + pon > boqom pon 'It
is not (e.g. a certain person. It is someone else), daqdn + pon > daqdm pon 'Not yet',
daqdn + payyan > daqam payyan 'Still not yet', naqaqan + pon > naqaqam pon was -,
removed-when 'When it had been removed, . . .', man + pay> mam pay (An emphasis
expression which conveys roughly the force of English 'You know it! ').

•

Partial assimilation of final -n also occurs when the -n allomorph of qon (particle of
attribution) occurs in numeral phrases, in which the -n and its following constituent are in
the same close contiguity that characterizes the phrases referredto above.
The -n allomorph of qon occurs when the morpheme follows a vowel fmal form,
e.g. mambalu qon boloy '" mambalun boloy 'good house.' It is to be noted that; if the
free form, that is qon, occurs, there is no assimilation between its fmal-n and the initial
consonant of the following form.
This assimilation occurs in numeral phrases when the consonant following -n is
bilabial, i.e. b, m, or p, or velar, i.e. g, k, or ng. Examples: dowd 'two' + -n + pulu
'unit ten' > dowdm pulu 'twenty', . . . -I:- boloq 'pig' >dowam botoq 'two pigs', . . . +
manuq 'chicken' > dowdm manuq 'two chickens', . . . + kdyu 'tree' > dowdng kayu
(~dowan qayu) 'two trees', . . . + gasut 'hundred' >dowang gasut 'two hundred', and
... + ngipon 'tooth' > dowling ngipon 'two teeth'.
Final -d assimilates to the initial consonant of the following form in contexts similar
to those above in which -n assimilates. In the case of -d, however, the. assimilation is.
complete: -d becomes the same consonant as the following one. Examples: naqid'became
non-existent' + pon > naqip pon 'There is none', and qawdd 'there is' + qad > qawdq
qad there is-when 'when there is'.
2.11.2. INTERNAL. Internal assimilation is the morphophonemic alternation in Guininaang which carries perhaps the greatest functional load. This alternation is of two kinds,
commons and fusing.w
Regular common assimilation always involves a fmal n, which assimilates either
partially to a following bilabial or velar consonant, or completely to a following I, w, or
y. It is, thus, alternation that is "phonemically conditioned" (Hockett, 1958,281), and it
is manifested primarily in connection with Guininaang affixation.
Fusing assimilation, on the other hand, does not always involve the same process.
Rather, depending upon the elements that are brought together, it involves different kinds
of assimilation. When the affix maN- occurs, therefore. the kind of fusion manifested is
different from that manifested when forms occur with certain clitics. Because the assimilation manifested by maN- occurs in connection with affixation, it is described in paragraph
2.l1.21-with affixation. Fusing assimilation of maN- is also phonemically conditioned,
whereas that manifested with clitics is 'morphemically conditioned' (Hockett, 1958, 281).
9'Common' is here employed in this sense: '3a: occurring or appearing frequently: FAMILIAR
b: of the best known kind' (Webster's Seventh New Collegiate Dictionary, 1965, 167).
lone term 'fusing' is borrowed from Sapir (1921, 130).
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2.11.21. WITH AFFIXATION. There are two degrees of internal assimilation in Guininaang, primary and secondary. In both, the alternation is triggered by the coming together
of an affix final n with a following consonant. The factor which differentiates secondary
from primary assimilation is the presence of concurrent alternation.
2.11.21.1. PRIMARY. Primary assimilation is that which is manifested without reference
to any other alternation. It includes both common assimilation and fusing assimilation
with maN-.
2.11.21.11. COMMON ASSIMILATION. This is the alternation manifested by an affix
final n which is brought together with a consonant made at bilabial or velar points of
articulation or with I, w, or y. The affixes which manifest this alternation are man-, sino,
qin-, and mangin-. The general pattern of this alternation is: If the final n of the affix is
followed by alveolar t, d, s, or n, or by q (glottal), it remains unchanged. Affix final n,
however, followed by bilabial p, b, or m partially assimilates to become m; while n followed
by velar k, g, or ng partially assimilates to become ng. If the following consonant is I, w,
or y, n completely assimilates, becoming I, w, or y, respectively.
2.11.21.1 I.I. man-. This is the one affix that has been observed to manifest all the
alternations cited in the preceding paragraph as constituting the general pattern of common
assimilation. Following are examples of these alternations:

man- before bilabial consonants becomes mam-:man- + pdda > mampada 'the same',
... + baqdl 'loincloth' > mambaqal 'to wear a loincloth', and . . . + mumd 'chew of
areca nut and betel leaf > mammumd 'to chew muma',
Before alveolar consonants and glottal man- does not change: man- + tadum 'sharpness' > mantadum 'to be sharp', . . . + dagsun 'heaviness (of weight)' > mandagsun'to be
heavy', . . . + sagdna 'preparation' > mansagdna 'to prepare',
+ niqqot 'stickiness'
> manniqqot 'to be sticky (e.g. of hand with sugar on it)', and
+ qomos 'bath' >
manqomos 'to bathe'.

•
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man- before velar consonants becomes mango: man- + kapi 'coffee' > mangkapi 'to
prepare or drink coffee', . . . + gidu 'movement (of body)' > manggidu 'to move, make
movements', and . . . + ngina 'monetary transaction' > mangngina 'to buy' .
Examples of complete assimilation before I, w, and y: man- + libbdt 'rising from
sitting' > mallibbdt 'to start out (as on a trip)',. . . + watwat 'something distributed to
those attending a gathering' > mawwdtwat 'to distribute watwat', and. . . + ydpit 'thinness' >mayyapit 'to be thin (e.g. cloth)'.

2.11.21.11.2. sino. This prefix manifests all the alternations of the general pattern,
except that it has not been observed affixed to forms with initial n or y. Its not being
affixed to ay initial form is consistent with the observation that in Guininaang phonology
"iy cannot occur as peak and coda ll of the same syllable.
Examples: simpaydw 'owner of a payaw' < paydw 'rice terrace',simbanong 'one
rice terrace' < banong 'retaining ridge around a payaw', simmaltaba 'one maltaba-ful' <
maltabd 'large cast iron cooking vessel', sintawon 'one year' < tawon 'year', sinddngan'cme
llTile terms 'onset', 'peak', and 'coda' are borrowed from Charles F. Hockett (1955, 52).
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dangan < ddngan 'span (8")', sinsalop 'one salop' < salop 'ganta', sinqapisqil 'one
qapisqil' < qapisqil 'piece (e.g. of rattan)', singkabdyu 'owner of a horse' < kabdyu 'horse',
singgasut 'one hundred' < gasut 'hundred', singngddan 'one who has a (certain) name' <

ngddan 'name', sillibu 'one thousand' < libu 'thousand', and siwwaldg 'one
<waldg 'tobacco, matches distributed at a gathering'.

giving walag'

2.11.21.11.3. qin-, This prefix manifests all the alternations of the general pattern,
except before y and q. In accordance with the observation, already mentioned, that *iy
cannot occur in a single syllable, the alternation of n to y in this context would not be
expected. In the case of qin- affixed to q initial forms, replacement (See 2.13.),not
assimilation, is manifested. n before n is permitted, but no example has yet been observed.
Examples: qimpddasna 'He tried (it)' < pddas 'experience', qimbagdna 'He told (it)'

< baga 'telling', qimmidana 'He planted (it)' < mula 'plant (item)', qintdqbuna 'She
poured (it) out' < tdqbu 'pouring, spilling (e.g. a liquid)', qindagdsna 'He sent (it) with
someone' < dagds 'that sent with someone', qinsdqadna 'He set (it) in place'<saqad
'place, position', qingkilawna 'He kilaw-ed (it)' < kilaw 'process of partially cooking
certain parts of an animal', qinggagana 'He used (it) for gaga < gaga 'killing of something
oto feed workers', qingnginana 'He sold (it) < ngina 'monetary transaction', qillagana 'She
used (it) for weaving' < laga 'weaving', and qiwwalitna 'He gave (it) as walit' < walit 'gift

..

to certain ones at death observance'.

2.11.21.11.4. mangin-. This prefix also manifests most of the alternations of the
of the general pattern. All the alternations have been observed except n before m, n, k, W,
and y. mangimponqad 'bottommost' < ponqad 'base', mangimboloy 'one using a house'
< boloy 'house, mangintuqud 'provider (for a family)' < tuqud 'supporting post', mangindola 'lowest' <dola 'below', manginsaqud 'lowest < saqud 'below', manginqapon 'furthest
toward' < apon 'direction toward', manginggasat 'one who has gasat' < gasat 'luck fortune', mangingngatu 'topmost' < ngatu 'high', and mangillapqat 'outer (layer), topmost'
< lapqat 'top'.
2.11.21.12. FUSING ASSIMILATION, Fusing assimilation refers to those instances of
Guininaang morphophonemic alternation in which the two elements that come together
are altered phonologically in such a way that it appears that a kind of fusion has occurred.
This kind of alternation is found in two different environments.

'.

One is that in which the nasal morphophoneme, N, of maN- is joined in affixation
to a following consonant. The other environment is when a clitic pronoun is added to a
preceding n final suffix. The assimilation that is manifested in the latter is discussed in
2.11.22.
When the prefix maN- is added to a following consonant the alternation that is
manifested is a fusion of the nasality of the morphophoneme with the point of articulation
of the initial consonant of the following form. Thus, N fuses with bilabial consonantsp
and b to become m, with alveolar consonants t, d, and s to become n, and with velar consonants k and g to become ng, The exception to this pattern is that when N is juxtaposed
with a following q (glottal), the result is ng also. No instances have been noted of the

~.
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manifestation of fusing assimilation by N

+ the

nasals m, n, or ng, or

+ I,

W,

or y.

Examples of this alternation are: maN- + paydw 'rice terrace' > mamaytiw 'one
making, having payaw', . . . + bdyu 'pounding in a mortar' »mamayu 'one pounding
in a mortar', . . . + tampoq 'rice flour' > manampoq 'one pounding rice into flour',. . .
+ dila 'tongue' > manila 'one who takes the tongue (of an animal butchered)', . . . +
sungbdt 'answer' manungbdt 'one who answers', . . . + kdyu 'wood' > mangdyu 'to go
after fire wood', . . . + giydb 'notch' > mangiyab 'one doing notching', and . . . +
qdwat 'receiving' > mangdwat 'one receiving'.
2.11.21.2. SECONDARY. Secondary assimilation is the common assimilation manifested by a final n that has come into juxtaposition with a following consonant as a result
of the concurrent alternation, vowel reduction (See 2.15.). Two affixes manifest secondary
assimilation, maN- and -in-.

•

2.11.21.21. maN-. The primary alternation manifested by this affix, fusing assimilation, is described in 2.11.21.12. As seen in that section, when N assimilates to the following alveolar consonants, t,d, or s, the alveolar nasal, n, results. Since n in Guininaang affixation tends always to assimilate, even n resulting from fusing assimilation is subjectto
further assimilation if it comes into juxtaposition with a following consonant. Such juxtaposition cannot ordinarily occur; however, if, due to vowel reduction, the intervening
vowel is lost, such juxtaposition does occur and n assimilates according to the general pattern, except in one instance. The exception is that n becomes ng before q instead of
remaining n.
Instances of secondary assimilation of n in juxtaposition with all consonants, as a
result of fusing assimilation and vowel reduction, have not been observed. Examples,
however, of the combinations that have been observed are: mampa 'one winnowing' <
topd 'winnowing', mambod 'one getting tobod' < tobod 'materials for native construction,
e.g. house, fence', manned 'one obstructing' < sonod 'obstruction', mandoq 'one pointing
his finger' < todoq 'pointing with forefinger', manggob 'one doing burning' < sogob 'a
burning', mangngd 'that sacrificed in songa' < songd 'one kind of ceremony when
sacrifice is made,' and mallig 'that which crowds out' < solig 'crowding out, displacing'.

2.11.21.22. -in-. The other affix which manifests secondary assimilation is -in-,
When affixed to a root of any pattern except Co . . ., -in- manifests no alternation. When,
however, it is affixed to a root of this pattern, the weak vowel, 0, is lost and the n of the
infix and the second consonant of the root come into juxtaposition. As a result, n assimilates according to the general pattern.
No examples of assimilation of n before k have been observed; however, the following are examples that have been found: dimpdnavs 'He measured (it) by dopa < dopa
'fathom (i.e. distance between fingertips of outstretched arrns)',gimbdna 'She fired (them)
< gobd 'firing of newly-made clay pots', qimmosna 'She bathed (it)' < qomos 'bath',
bi~tPqna 'She broke (it)'<botdq 'broken piece (e.g. of clay pot)', qinddwna 'He requested
IY!C~f!OV) d-~OMEO
12qin- and -in· are inflectional affixes which convey completed aspect and action directed
toward a goal. For facility in glossing the forms, the clitic pronoun -na 'third person singular' has been
added, and in the gloss '(it)' or an equivalent is included to represent the implicit goal of the action.
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(it)' < qoddw'requesting', binsdtna 'He snapped (it)' < bosdt 'sudden break in, e.g, atie',
pinnuna 'She filled (it)' <ponu 'filing (a container)', tinqopna 'He satisfied(someone)' <
toqop 'satisfaction', singg6bna 'He burned (it)' < soqob 'burning (e.g, of house, material
cut to make field on mountainside)', dingngo/na 'He heard (it)' < dong6/ 'report', qillotna
'Hemade (it, e.g. a tie) tight' < qolot 'tightening', andqingwana 'He made, did (it) < qowd
'doing, making'.
2.11.22. WITH CLITIC PRONOUNS. In Guininaang morphophonernics both common
and fusing assimilation are manifested when clitic pronouns of the (-qo) set are added to
n final suffixes -on and -an.
2.11.22.1. COMMON ASSIMILATION. Common assimilation is manifested by an affix
final n in juxtaposition with an (-qo) set clitic pronoun, when the first person plural pronoun, -mi, is added to -an or -on, Here, the final n of the affix completely assimilates to
the pronoun initial m. Thus, -an + -mi > -ammi; -on + -mi > -ommi.
2.11.22.i. FUSING ASSIMILATION. There are three clitic pronouns of the (-qo) set
which manifest fusing assimilation when they are added to the suffixes-an and -on, These
pronouns are three of the singular set, -qo 'first person', -no 'second person', and -na 'third
pe'tson'.The first and second pronouns have, respectively, the following allomorphs: -qo
and -q, and -no and -m. The first allomorph occurs with a preceding consonant, and the
second, with a preceding vowel.
The fusing assimilation manifested by these pronouns is of two kinds. The first,
manifestedby the first and the second person pronouns, results in a sequence of the vowel
of the 'afflx and the pronoun allomorph that follows a vowel, namely, -q and om. Thus,
-an, -on + -qo > -aq, -oq and -an, -on + -no > -am, -om.
The second kind of fusing assimilation is that manifested by the third person pronoun -na. Here, the final n of the affix and the initial n of the pronoun coalesce: -an,-on
+ -na > -ana, -ona;
2.11.23. SUMMARY OF INTERNAL ASSIMILATION WITH AFFIXATION. In summary,
it is seen that, with few exceptions, the bilabial nasal m results when the n of the affix is
juxtaposed with a following bilabial consonant: the alveolar nasal n remains unchanged
before an alveolar consonant or glottal; and the velarnasal ngresults when the following
consonant is velar. IIi addition, if the following consonantsare l, w, or y, the n completely assimilates, becoming l, w, or y, respectively.
These alternations, although regular, are not automatic (Hockett, 1958,279). n is
found in the language immediately preceding both bilabial and velar consonants, as well
as before l, w, andy. The following examples are evidence: panpanaqlung 'species of bat',
binbinbinon « binbin) 'to examine (something) very carefully', manmanu 'seldom',
Gon-gonts, 'proper name', nganngani 'nearly, almost', lanldnnus « ltinus) 'whatever
makes an occasion pleasurable', bonwdlon « bOnwa/) 'to raise to vertical (around a horizontal axis)', and banyaga 'increase through trading'.
2.12. ADDITION. The morphemes which manifest this kind of alternation are the suffixes -an and -on and the first person singular clitic pronoun -aq of the (-aq) set when they
13A hyphen is used between n and g in this instance to distinguish the n and g sequence from
the velar nasal phoneme, regularly represented by ng,
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are affixed to vowel fmal forms. The phonemes that are added are w, y, and q. The semivowels, wand y, follow their homorganic vocalic counterparts, u (0) and i, respectively,
and q follows a.
Examples of the alternation of -an are: qadaguwan 'to have pity toward (someone)'
'pity', dangliyan 'to bevel, smooth sharp edges (e.g. of bamboo)' < dang/i
'action of such beveling', and qaldqan 'to do, follow (as teaching)' <qdla 'get'.

< qadagu

The alternation manifested by -on is illustrated thus: punuwon 'to fill (a container)'
dabbiyon 'to construct with dabbi' <: dabbi 'wooden panel', and piayqon'so
like, desire (something)' < piya 'goodness (e.g. of taste)'.

< ponu,

-aq manifests the following alternation: mambdyuwaq 'I pound in a mortar' <
mambayu 'to pound in a mortar', qumaliyaq 'I am coming' < qumdli 'to come', and
mangalaqaq 'I am getting' < mangdla 'to get'.

•

2.13. REPLACEMENT. Replacement is the morphophonemic alternation manifested when
one' phoneme is used in place of another. This alternation is found in Guininaang with regard to consonants and vowels.

2.13.1. Y REPLACES Q. There are two environments in which y replaces q. One of
these is when i final prefixes are affixed to q initial forms. Examples: qiyidaw 'to seek
omen of qidaw concerning (something)' < qi- + qidaw 'kind of omen bird', miyunud
'to follow, be in accord with' < mi- + qunud 'following', and mangiyapndn 'one causing
(sornethingj to go in a certain direction' < mangi- + qapon 'in direction of + -an.
Optional exceptions to this pattern of alternation have been noted in which replacement of q is not manifested. Examples: miqadang 'to be used for qadang' < mi- +
qaddng 'help to family bereft by death', niqawas 'missed (as the mark)' < ni- + qawds.
The other environment in which this alternation is found is when qin- is prefixed to
a q initial form. Example: qinyasugna 'She placed (something) over the fire' < qin- +
qasug 'placing over afire'.

•

2.13.2. U REPLACES O. The alternation here referred to is that in which the strong
back vowel u replaces the weak vowel 0 in certain environments. These two vowels appear to fluctuate more or less freely; however, since their phonemic status has been
established, it is not a case of fluctuation of allophones.
As far as is known now, replacement of 0 by u concerns only disyllabic forms of the
patterns CoCV or CoCVC, with ultimate stress. When forms of either of these patterns,
except CoCa (cf. 2.14.1.), are affixed by -on or -an, primary stress is drawn to the affix.
This shift of primary stress involves secondary stress falling on the second syllable before
it, or, in these forms, on the first of the two syllables of the root. When secondary stress
falls on the weak vowel 0, it is replaced by the strong back vowel u,
Examples: busiyon 'to open (e.g. a boil)', < bosi, pusigon 'to put a small crack in
(e.g. a pot)', <posig 'crack (in a pot)', butaqon 'to break (e.g. a pot)' botdq 'broken piece'.
2.14. VOWEL REDUCTION. This kind of regular alternation, which involves vowel loss
in certain environments, is manifested by two of the Guininaang vowels, 0 and a.
2.14.1.

REDUCTION OF FINAL A. When roots of the 'pattern CoCa are affixed by the
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allomorphs -qon or -qan (cf. 2.12.) Of the affixes -on or -an, respectively, a of the root is
lost, resulting in forms of the patterns CoCqan or CocQtiti. Examples: gobqon 'to fire
(newly formed clay pots)' <gobti, boqqdn 'to make a boqa at (a particular place)' < boqd
'excavation on mountainside for terrace, house site; etc.'. Note that the' forms related to
CoCqtin, that is, CinoCqtin and maCoCqtin ,also manifest reduction of a. Thus, binoqqdn,
and maboqqdn <boqd.
2.14.2. REDUCTION OF O. The weak 0 is never stressed in an open syllable of an
unaffixed root, and it is 0 in unstressed open syllables that manifests vowel reduction.

It has been observed that 0 reduces, or is lost, also when forms of more than two
syllables are involved. Examples: talingdtin 'to screen, (something) (e.g. from view)'
talingod 'not exposed, e.g, to view' + -an, and domdomgdn. 'to have domdomog for (something)' < domdomog 'kind of ceremony' + -an. Predominantly, however, it is the reduction of 0 in disyllabic words of the patterns CVCV or CVCVC that has been observed.

<

In terms of patterns of reduction manifested by 0 the word patterns involved may be
divided into two groups: CoCV (C) and CVCoC. In all patterns the overriding general
principle appears to be that 0 is lost whenever, were it to remain, it would be the peak of
unstressed open syllable between syllables having strong vowels as peaks:

an

Theone exception to this principle is that when qi- is prefixed to a q initial root and
y replaces the q the syllable -yo does not reduce. (Note qiyopiq in 2.14.21.2.).

2.14.21. CoCV (C). Reduction of 0 is manifested in roots of the patterns CoCV
. and COCVC when they are affixed by the following: maN-, -in-, mao, qi- and -um-: The
resultant generalized patterns are maNCV (C), CinCV (C), maCCV (C), qiCCV (C), and
CumCV (C).
2.14.21.1. In addition to the generalized patterns cited for COCV forms the followis found also: CinCVStin. 14 Although an example of CinCuwtin has been observed, none
.
has been as yet for the pattern CinCiytin.
Examples: (maN-) mamsi 'one to open (e.g. a boil) < bosi;(-in-) binsina 'He opened
(it)' < bosi;(ma-) mabsi 'can be opened' < bost;(qi-)qibqd 'to break up (e.g. a large stone
so that it can be removed)' < boqd, No example of qi- + CoCi has been .observed. (-in-an) pinnuwdna 'She completed filling (it)' .( pbnu; (-um-) bums; 'to open (as numerous
boils)' < bosi.
2.14.21.2. Turning to the COCVC pattern, in addition to the generalized patterns
of reduction cited above, the following are also found: CinCVCtin and maCCVtin. For the
pattern CoCOC these affixation patterns are found instead: CinoCCtiiz and maCoCCtin.Also for COCOC, the pattern CoCCOn exists.
Examples: (Exclusive of CoCOC): (maN.). mamdit 'that which crushes (e.g, insects)'
< podit, mangsay 'that which razes (e.g. a house)' < gostiy 'collapse, disassembly'; (-in-)
silligna 'It displaced (it)' < sollg 'crowding out, displacing', qinddwna 'He asked for (it)'
< qoddw .requesting': (ma-) maqslt 'to dry up (as a source of water)' < qosit; (qi-)qiyopiq

14S represents semivowels, y and w, which are lidded to the suffix -an when it is affixed to
forms having final i or u, respectively. (Cr. paragraph 2.12.)
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< qopiq

'shell'; (-in- -an)

qinsitdna 'She drained (it) off < qosit; (ma- -an) maqpiqdn 'to be husked, skinned, shelled'

< qopiq;

(-um-) qumpil 'to engage in qopil'
certain leaf.

< qopil

'wrapping of glutinous rice with a

2.14.21.3. Forms of the pattern CoC6C manifest the same patterns of vowel re-.
duction as those of the more inclusive pattern CoCVC, described above, except when
afftxed by -on and by -in -an and ma- -an. Instead of conforming to the pattern CuCVCOn
and CuCVCdn they manifest reduction according to the patterns CoCCOn and CoCCOn ..
In contrast, also, to the patterns CinCVCOn and maCCVCdn, forms of the CoCOC pattern
follow the patterns CinoCCdn and maCoCCOn..
Wherever sufftxation is involved in CoCOC forms, the same alternation occurs as
that of the more generalized pattern CVCOC. These will be treated in the following
paragraphs.
Examples of vowel reduction manifested by COCOC forms: (maN-) mangmos 'one
who bathes (someone)' <qomos 'bath', (-on) poston 'to bundle (something, e.g. kindling)'
< posot 'bundle', (-in-) dingngolna 'He heard (it)' < dongol 'report', (ma-) masgob 'tobe
burned, burnable' < sozob 'burning', (qi-) qisnod 'to use as sonod' < sonod 'obstruction',
(-an) qodndn.'to hold (something)' < 'qodon 'valuable property', t-in- -an)qinotbdna 'It bit
(the person)' < qotob 'bite', (ma--an) maqotpdn 'to be roofed' <qotop 'roof.
2.14.22. CVCoC. Because sufftxation only forms of this pattern would result in
an open syllable with the weak 0 as peak, CVCOC forms manifest reduction only when
sufftxed by -on or -an, The following are the resultant generalized patterns of reduction:
CVCCOn, CVCCdn, CinVCCdn, and maCVCCOn .. V in these representations stands for
the vowels i, a, and u, exclusive of 0, which was dealt with in 2.14.21.3.
Examples: (-on) pasqon 'to use a pasoq on (something)

< pdsoq

'wedge'; (i- -an)

itipydn 'to use as tipoy for (someone)' < tipoy 'soup that accompanies rice in a typical
meal'; (-an) lawsdn 'to hire (someone's carabao)' < lawos 'hiring of carabao'; (-in- -an)
qinidddna 'He gave to (him)' < qitod 'giving'; masuypdn 'place/time to sleep' < suyop

•

'sleep' .
2.15. STRESS SHIFT. Shift of stress is an alternation manifested by all roots whenever
they are sufftxed by -on or -an. When a form is afftxed by either of these sufftxes primary
stress shifts one syllable in the direction of the sufftx. Examples: tuttuwdqon 'to believe
(something)' < tuttuwa 'true'.
2.2. IRREGULAR ALTERNATION. The kinds of alternation in Guininaang morphophonemics that are irregular include metathesis, suppletion, vowel reduction, persistence
of 0, and internal assimilation.
2.21. METATHESIS. Only one instance of this kind of alternation has been observed in
this dialect: sogob 'burning' when it is afftxed by the sufftx -on. sogob + -on > sobgon
'to burn (something)'. This alternation may also be considered to be secondary, since it
is only manifested when reduction of the vowel 0 is also manifested.

2.12. SUPPLETION. 'Suppletion' (Hockett, 1958, 280) refers to alternation in which
the alternants have shapes which bear little or no resemblance to each other. In Guininaang this kind of alternation has been observed to be manifested by roots and by afftxes.
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2.22.1. Roots. At least four roots have been observed to manifest suppletive alternation. They are -qoy, qabd, ququs,and -qowd. Two of these, -qoy and -qowd, are bound
roots; while the other two may be free forms.
-qoy 'going' has two alternants: -qoy and qay-.16 The former is the alternant which
receives prefixes and infixes, and the latter receives suffixes. Following are its affixed
forms: (maN-) mangoy 'one traversing', (-um-) qumoy 'to go', and (-on) qayon 'to
traverse (a particular way)'.

qabd has one suppletive alternant, when affixation is by -qon: qabu-: qabuqon 'to
carry (a child) on the back'. When affixation is otherwise, qabd is the alternant.
ququs 'piece of sugar cane to be chewed', has an alternant -qus. The former receives
the affix qi-; while the latter receives any other affixes. The affixed forms of this root are:
(maN-) mangus 'one chewing sugar cane', (-on) quson 'to chew (some sugar cane)', (-in-)
qinusna 'He chewed (it)', (qi-) qiyuqus 'to include (asdirt from dirty hands) with ququs'
and (ma-) maqus 'can be chewed'.
-qowd 'do, make', the fourth root, is rather uncertainly classified as irregular, because,
except when it is affixed by -qon, it is wholly regular insofar as its stem is concerned. It
manifests regular reduction of the weak vowel, and, even when affixed by -qon, it could
be regarded as regular, since the final a of the root is lost before -qon which is regular for
coCa forms (cf. 2.14.1.).

If, however, -qowd conformed to the regular pattern, the resultant form when
affixed by -qon would be *qowqon. In Guininaang, however, the sequence *ow in a
single syllable is not allowed; therefore, qo- as the suppletive alternant of -qowd before
-qon is found.
The affixed forms of this root are: (maN-) mangwd 'one doing, making', (-on)
qoqon 'to do, make (something)', (-in-) qingwdna 'he made (it)(cf. note in 2.11.21.22.),
(ma-) maqwd 'can be done, made', and (-um-) qumwa 'to do (e.g. work).

2.22.2. AFFIXES. The one affix that manifests what may be termed suppletive alternation is -on, and this occurs with only two roots, qtila and qz1a.The alternant manifested is
on: qaldn 'to get (something)' and qildn 'to see (something)'.
2.23. VOWEL REDUCTION. The loss of a vowel as irregular alternation concerns the two
vowels i and a, and each instance of this alternation contrasts with a pattern of regular
alternation.
2.23.1. i. This vowel, which is strong, is not lost, except in rare instances. It has
been observed to manifest reduction in three roots, singit, lisob, and qitod.
singit 'search for' is the root which manifests the greatest degree of reduction of i.
These are the instances: (maN-) mangngit 'one searching', (-on) sington tus search for
(something) for (somebody)', and (ma- -an) masingtdn 'time, place of searching'.

Each of the other two roots, lisob 'triggering' and qitod 'giving, manifest reduction
of i only when affixed by -in-: linsobna 'He triggered (it)' and qintodna 'He gave (it)'.
16Two irregular variants of -oy are qi- 'V qin-, which although they are very close in meaning,
are much more restricted in distribution than -oy 'Vqay-.
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2.23.2. a. This is the vowel that manifests the greatest degree of irregular reduction.
2.23.21. When a final CVCV roots are suffixed by -qon ot-qan, the a remains. There
are some roots, however, which lose a when they occur with these suffixes. These roots
and their affixed forms, grouped by root word pattern, are:

CiCa. From sida 'any dish to accompany rice': sidqan 'to eat (something) with
(something else). Also, when -an is affixed to certain maN- affixed a fmal forms, a is lost
before the allomorph -qan. Example: mangilqdn 'time, place of seeing' < mangila + -an.
CaCa. From qamd 'like': qamqon 'to do (something) like'. Note that the form
qamaqon, which follows the regular pattern, does occur in the language. An example also
of -qan affixed to a maN- affixed root is mangalqdn 'time, place of getting' < mangdla--an.
OlCa. From buna 'left by a person (e.g. food), bunqdn 'to leave some purposely'.

•

2.23.22. Regularly a in the initial syllable of Cacv roots is not reduced; however,
there are two roots of this pattern which lose a irregularly: qadi 'refusal' and lapu 'beginning'. The affixed forms are: from qadi, mangdl 'one refusing', and from lapu, nalpu
'came from', nalpuwdn 'place of origin', and mampalpu 'to leave from'.
2.23.23. A few roots of pattern CVCVC also show irregular reduction of a, e.g.
from tdyan 'leaving behind', tayndn 'to leave (something) behind'; and from layad 'desire',
laydon 'to have high regard for (someone)',1 6
2.24. Persistence of o. Irregularly also the weak vowel
environments in which it regularly reduces.

0

sometimes persists in

The two instances of the CdCoC pattern are: from ddlom 'inside', datomonit 'to
put (something) inside', and from bdlon 'temporary barrier', balonon 'to barricade temporarily (e.g. where wild pigs would pass)'.
Some instances of the CoCOC pattern are: from qotdp 'view', maqotap 'can be
viewed'; from qoqal, maqoqal 'can be removed'.
COCOC is another root pattern which manifests this irregular alternation: from

lotog 'swelling', qilotog 'to be about to swell'.
2.25. COMMON ASSIMILATION. Irregular common assimilation has been observed with
regard to two consonants, n and d.
. 2.25.1. Irregular assimilation of n is manifested when some disyllabic roots, having
identical syllables with bilabial onset-" and n as coda, are affixed by -in-: e.g. pinompanna 'he stacks (it)' < ponpon 'stack (e.g. rice bundles),.
2.25.2. One instance of irregular secondary assimilation of d within a word has been
observed: gussdn 'to step on (something)' < gosod 'footstep' + -an. It may be noted also
that the strong back vowel, u, replaces the weak vowel, 0, in this pattern of affixation of

gosod.
3. OPTIONAL ALTERNATION. In addition to alternation in Guininaang which are
governed by rules, and properly called morphophonemic, there are alternations which are
16AIthough laydon is possible, malydd is the prevailing form in Guininaang.
17dalOmon is a variant of dalmon, which manifests regular reduction. At this point we have no
opinion as to which is more prevalent.
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optional and do not strictly follow any morphophonemic rules.
The kinds of optional alternation found in Guininaang are: contraction, replacement, syllabic offglide, assimilation, addition, and voicing-unvoicing,
3.1. CONTRACTIONS. One kind of optional alternation that is very common. in Guininaang is that known as contraction. In this alternation two morphemes in juxtaposition
coalesce, to greater or less degree to form a third element. Usually the last segment, or
segments, of the second of the 'two, combining elements are joined to either the first
element itself or to the initial segment, or segments, of that element.
3.11. When the first of two morphemes that manifest this alternation ends in a
vowel and the second morpheme is a marking particle, most often of CVC pattern, the
final consonant of the particle is added to the first morpheme. when contraction is of this
kind, the first element is usually a pronoun. The particles that have been observed as the
second contracting element are: nan, dit, and qod.
Examples: siydnan < siydna, 'this' + nan, siydt < siyd 'it' + dit, qalanat < q a l a n a t l
'he gets + dit, qintaqod < qintaqo 'let's go' + qod, and qanot < qano 'quotative particle'
+ dit. Another example, qasdwat, which derives from qasdwan dit, 'spouse of', illustrates
a slightly different pattern of contraction.
There are additional examples of contraction in which the last part of the second
element is joined to the first element itself. In these instances the first element is vowel
final; while the second is a form beginning with the syllable qa- which, in the contraction,
is lost. The morphemes which manifest this alternation are qagdy; 'a modal particle', and
qabos 'also, again'. Examples: qamdgay < qama 'like + qagdy, and qawitommibos 'we
take also' < qawiton 'take' + -mi 'we' + qabos 'also'.
3.12. The second kind of contraction in Guininaang is that in which, in the resultant
form, parts of both of the combining morphemes remain, e.g. payydt < payydn dit, yat
<yan dit, pot < pon dit, and nit < nin dit. 18
3.2. REPLACEMENT. Another kind of optional alternation found in Guininaang is that
in which a phoneme substitutes for another phoneme or subphonernic segment; or a
morpheme is replaced by a phoneme.
3.21. There' are four phonemes which may optionally be replaced by another
phonological segment: u by i, i by a, s by h, and q by w or y. IIi each case the frequency
of the alternation is very limited, and, as implied by the term optional, there are no
rules governing its manifestation.
Replacement of u by i has been observed in these instances: imoy for umoy 'to go',
imoyon for umoyon "to depart', limibbdt for lumibbdt 'to get up (from sitting)', and
iwayon for uway6n 'to await (someone)'.

a has been observed to replace i in these instances: naqadddn for naqidddn 'has been
given to', and tagammu for tigammu 'to know'.
A more common replacement heard in Guininaang is that ofh' for s. (cf. 1.12.). No
particular restrictions governing this alternatio~ have been discovered. It has been observed
ill function 'elements, in .a proper name, and in occasional content words: e.g, (Marking
particles) hi for si, hin for sin, hddi for sddi 'present time', qahl for qasi 'particle indicating
I8Since these are practically all function items, with multiple meanings, the glosses are not attempted.
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sequence', qohti for qosa 'another',loh4n for losdn 'all (of few in nwnber)', and Hdyang
for Stiyang (proper name).
The fourth instance of optional replacement is that of w or y for q in the conjunctive
~ morpheme which manifests optional alternation between
a free form and a clitic. If the option of the free form is taken, no further alternation is
manifested. qot is found in all environments.

qot. This is an example of

if, on the other hand, the option of the clitic is taken, further alternation, phonemically conditioned, is manifested. It is in connection with this alternation that replacement is found. w replaces q if the final vowel of the preceding form is u (0), andy replaces
q if that vowel is i. Examples: ttigu 'person' qot 'V tdguwot, and qasi qot 'V qasiyot.w

•

3.22. The morphemes that have been observed to be replaced by a phoneme are all
free function elements. The replacing phoneme in each case is a bound element which
attaches to the preceding form. The phonemes involved in this alternation are -q for the
marking particles si and od and -n and -a, which are bound allomorphs of the free allomorph qon. In the case of the allomorphs -n and -a, the former, -n occurs with a vowel
final form and the latter, -a, occurs with a consonant final form.
.
Examples: siytiq « siya + -q) 'V siyti qod (meaning uncertain), mangnginaq «
mangngina + -q 'V mangngina si 'he buys .. .', boloya « boloy 'house' + -c) . . . 'V
boloy qon . . ., and tdgun « ttigu 'person' + -n) . . . 'V ttigu. qon . . . Both of the latter
are partial attributive phrases including the head noun and the linking particle qon, but
without the attributive element.
3.3. PHONEME LOSS. This optional alternation is manifested by the particle qot when
the clitic option is taken (cf. 3.21.) and the final phoneme of the preceding form is a
consonant. Example: giduyot « giduy 'bark blanket' + qot) 'V giduy qot.

•

It may be noted at this point how different allomorphs of a given morpheme may
manifest different kinds of alternation. qot is an example. As noted above, if the free. form
is spoken, 'invariant alternation' (Hockett, 1958,272) is manifested, that is, the morpheme
manifests no alternation. If, however, the clitic option is taken, three different kinds of
alternation are manifested, dependent on the final phoneme of the preceding form. If
that phoneme is a consonant, phoneme loss is manifested in the loss of q; if it is -i or u,
replacement is manifested in q's being replaced by -y or w, respectively.
3.4. SYLLABIC OFFGLIDE. Syllabic offglide is an optional alterriation manifested by
monosyllabic particles of the CVC pattern. The offglide is a repetition of the vowel peak
of the syllable resulting in a CVCV sequence: e.g. qod ('V qado), qot ('V qato), sin ('V

sim), sit ('V siti).
3.5. ASSIMILATION~Two instances of optional internal assimilation have been observed.
One is partial assimilation of ng before a bilabial to become m: sungbdt 'answer' 'V
sumbit. The other example is that of the assimilation of p in napgos 'quickly done' to g,
naggas. napgos results from na- + pogas.
3.6. VOICING·UNVOICING. The last kind of optional alternation is that in which a
voiced consonant, brought into juxtaposition with a voiceless consonant through vowel
19asfwot has also been heard, thus indicating that the semivowel replacement of q may be the
homorganic equivalent of the 0 of qot as well as the i of qasi.
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reduction, may be unvoiced, or in which a voiceless consonant through the same morphophonemic alternation may be voiced.
Examples of such voicing are: qiddon 'to give (something) <qitod + -on; mapoddan
'to have some cut off (e .g, of a log)' < ma- + potod + -an. Unvoicing is exemplified by the
following: napsug ~ nabsug « na- + bOsUg) 'satisfied (with food)', napsi -v nabsi « na+ bosi) 'opened (as 'a boil)'.
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TABLE 1
GUININAANG INTERNAL ASSIMILATION WITH AFFIXATION.
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a *iy sequence in same syllable not permitted.
b qin- +q. > qiny- (See 2.13.1.).
c) No example observed. Alternation mayor may not be permitted.
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